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but, here's the deal: arun, a 40-something man, along with his 23-year-old son, avinash, made their way to the national film development corporation of india's (nfdc) national film awards in the marathi-language category this past week. they were there to watch killa, which was nominated for the coveted national award. like all of us, arun was
preoccupied with his own little 3-year-old son and could think of nothing but him. even arun's film, which deals with school teachers doing odd jobs to support their families, was showcased with a little dashing and fun. after a couple of days arun's son starts to catch the fever. they reach the clinic near where avinash was taken to in the first place. the
doctor, arun says, tells him, "he's not doing so well. would you like to take a look at him?" arun says yes, and walks into the room, and says, "please be careful." but avinash has turned cold and purple, and has no pulse. it's the end of the film. even if it's based on a hindi line, the marathi words should be enough to make sense. and the way arun utters
them, while the boy is lifeless in the hospital bed. you can probably hear a few dry tears in the scene. being in india and finding out the actual situation when it comes to child murders is very much a blur to most of us. what we do know is that in india there's a prevalence of child sexual abuse by both adults and children, and the problem is on the rise.
avinash's father, sanjay arun, however, had never heard of this problem. he was ready with a degree of horror when he learned of what his son had to go through. this was an issue that horrified him. when his son was eight years old, arun says, "we started finding incidences of child abuse on the internet. we came to know of about nine cases. the first

case was of a 7-year-old boy, raped and killed. the second case was a 6-year-old girl raped and killed. we were shocked to know these things and were speechless." 5ec8ef588b
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